Millions of smartphones now possess relatively accurate pressure sensors and the 18 expectation is that these numbers will grow into the hundreds of millions globally during the 19 next few years. The availability of millions of pressure observations each hour over the U.S. has 20 major implications for high-resolution numerical weather prediction. This paper reviews 21 smartphone pressure sensor technology, describes commercial efforts to collect the data in real 22 
Pressure is perhaps the most valuable surface meteorological variable observed regularly. 44
Unlike surface air temperature and humidity, surface pressure reflects the deep structure of the 45 overlying atmosphere. Surface pressure has fewer of the observational problems that plague 46 surface wind, temperature and humidity; unlike wind and temperature, pressure can be measured 47 observations on the mesoscale, early investigations have been promising.
Wheatley and 67
Stensrud ( Other smartphone weather observing capabilities 155 environmental parameters such a battery temperature, humidity, magnetic field, and lighting 157 intensity. Temperature and humidity measurements from smartphones are of far less value than 158 pressure, since the dominant influence of the immediate environment (inside of a pocket or a 159 building) produces readings that are unrepresentative of the conditions in the free air. However, 160 a recent study found that with statistical training and correction using observed temperatures, 161 large numbers of smartphone temperatures can be calibrated to provide useful measures of daily 162 average air temperatures over major cities (Overeem et al., 2013) . Related work has shown that 163 the attenuation of the microwave signals between cell towers is sensitive to precipitation 164 intensity, and that such information can be used to create precipitation maps that closely 165 resemble radar reflectivitiy (Overeem et al., 2013b) . 166
Challenges in using smartphone pressure observations 167
The value of smartphone pressures in support of numerical weather prediction can be 168 greatly enhanced with proper calibration, pre-processing, and preselection. Gross range checks 169 can reject clearly erroneous pressures. Either pressure or pressure change can be assimilated by 170 modern data assimilation systems. For pressure-change assimilation, only smartphones that are 171 not moving should be used, something that can be determined from the GPS position and 172 observed pressures from the phones (vertical movement will generally produce far more rapid 173 pressure variations than meteorological changes). 174
The elevation of the smartphone is required to assimilate either pressure or pressure 175 change. GPS elevations are available, but can have modest errors (typically +-10 meters, 176 roughly equivalent to a 1 hPa pressure error, the typical error variance used in most operational 177 data assimilation systems 5 ). If one has a collection of pressures in an area, it might reasonable to 178 assume that the highest pressures reflect values on the first floor of residences or in a vehicle, 179 representing pressure at roughly 1-m above ground elevation. Since it makes little sense to 180 assimilate pressure observations in regions where models lack sufficient resolution to duplicate 181 observed pressure features, pressure observations in such areas should be rejected when model 182 and actual terrain are substantially different (Madaus et al. 2013) . Clearly, some experimentation 183 will be required for developing algorithms that derive maximum value from smartphone 184 pressures. 185
What kind of weather forecasts could smartphone pressures help the most? 186
Although an ultra-dense network of smartphone pressure observations would 187 undoubtedly positively impact general weather prediction, there are several phenomena for 188 which they might be particularly useful. One major problem is forecasting the initiation of 189 severe convection, with models being initialized before any precipitation or radar echo is Washington EnKF data assimilation system (RTENKF) and a similar system that also assimilates 344 smartphone observations (PNET). An exclusion radius of 40km was used to isolate independent 345 maxima. The 10mm 3-hour precipitation derived from the PDT radar is also outlined. More 346 ensemble members indicated a maximum of precipitation near an observed convective location 347 when smartphone pressures were assimilated. 348
